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Little Women
B Y  L O U I S A  M A Y  A L C O T T

A classic tale of sisterhood, young love, and self-
discovery, Little Women follows the four March sisters—
Meg, Jo, Amy, and Beth—as they grow from young girls
longing for their father to return from the Civil War into
little women finding their own voices and ways in the
world. Full of timeless truths and romance, this story
about the strength of family as time passes has touched
hearts for generations.
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When you first began the book, which of the March sisters was your favorite? By the

end of the book, did this change? Why?

The March family is poor. For Meg, this often results in jealousy. For Jo, this

results in industriousness. For Amy, this results in ambition. Talk a little about the

events these three characters endured because of their poverty. For example,

Meg’s jealousy when she spends two weeks with the Moffats, Jo’s decision to cut

off her hair, and Amy’s attempt at throwing a grand party for her friends.

During the first part of the book, Alcott often includes long passages of plays or

writings from the girls. Did you enjoy this or did it slow the book down for you?

Did this remind you of your own childhood?

When Meg catches the eye of John, Jo is not happy. She wants things to remain

the same in her world and Meg falling in love will set things askew. Talk about

this transition that often happens in families when the first child falls in love.

How do you think it changed the March family?

In Chapter 4, Alcott writes “There are many Beths in the world, shy and quiet,

sitting in corners till needed, and living for others so cheerfully that no one sees

the sacrifices till the little cricket on the hearth stops chirping, and the sweet

sunshiny presence vanishes, leaving silence and shadow behind.” In what ways

do you think Beth influenced each of the March sisters? Why do you think Jo was

so deeply connected to Beth?
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Amy sets Jo’s beloved book on fire after Jo refuses to take Amy to the theater. This

scene is often highlighted in the film versions, but in the book, the two forgive one

another easily. Do you think Alcott meant to pit the two sisters against each other in

the same way Hollywood has?

In addition, Hollywood likes to portray a love triangle between Jo, Amy, and Laurie in

the later years. Do you think this was Alcott’s intention? How did you feel the book

rang true or false to that idea?

Why do you think that Jo could never love Laurie in a romantic sense? Do you think she

was right? Do you feel he and Amy are a better match? Why or why not?

Ultimately Jo finds her happiness. Did you feel as though the life Alcott chose for Jo fit

her? Why or why not? How did the Professor stir things in Jo’s heart in a way that

Laurie couldn’t?

Discuss the characters outside of the four March sisters. Who was your favorite? Aunt

March, Marmee, Laurie, Mr. Laurence, Hannah, the Professor, etc.?



APPLE  TURNOVERS

Ingredients
For the Turnovers:
2 tbsp butter

2-3 granny smith apples

¾ cup light brown sugar

1 tsp cinnamon

¼ tsp nutmeg

2 puff pastry sheets

1 cup powdered sugar

 

For the Glaze:

2 tbsp milk

1 tsp vanilla

Steps
Apple Turnovers
1) Peel, core, and chop the apples to ½ inch cubes.

2) In a skillet melt the butter on medium heat. 

3) Add the apples and cook 3-4 minutes. 

4) Add the brown sugar, cinnamon, and nutmeg and cook an

additional 3 minutes, stirring until the apples are coated and

the sugar melts. Remove from heat. 

5) Cut one thawed puff pastry sheet into four squares. 

6) Add a heaping spoonful of the apple mix to each square,

then fold the square over to create a triangle. 

7) Press the edges shut to seal. Use a fork to pinch the edges

further. 

8) Cut a small hole into the top of the turnover to

allow the turnover to breathe while cooking. 

9) Repeat with the second puff pastry sheet. 

10) Place turnovers on a greased baking sheet. 

11) Cook at 400 degrees for 25 minutes. 

Glaze 
1) Mix powdered sugar, milk, and vanilla together in a bowl. 

2) Allow the turnovers to cool completely. 

3) Drizzle mix generously over the cooled turnovers..

Tips:

*Keep puff pastry sheets cool until ready to

use. 

**Try to seal each turnover as well as possible

to prevent the apple mix from leaking out. 

***If your pastries puff too much, simply press

them down lightly after they come out of the

oven.
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